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Background
Sonification:

• the translation of information for auditory
perception (excluding speech)

• compliments standard visualisation tools in
data analysis

• makes use of pattern recognition of human
hearing

• is inherently dynamic

• is suited for high-dimensional data

SysSon research project:

• develop an auditory interface for climate
scientists

• GUI for climate scientists: data scanning and
manipulation of data and sound parameters

• editor for sound experts: sonification-patch
writing

SysSon is...
... a research approach on introducing sonific-
ation systematically to a scientific community
where it is not yet commonly used - e.g., in
climate science. Thereby, both technical and
socio-cultural barriers have to be met.
The approach was developed with climate sci-
entists, who who provided climate data, and
participated in contextual inquiries, usability
tests and a workshop of collaborative design.
Following from this extensive user tests resul-
ted our final software framework. As front-
end, a graphical user interface allows climate
scientists to parametrize standard sonifications
with their own data sets. Additionally, an
interactive shell allows to code new sonifica-
tions for users competent in sound design. The
framework is a standalone desktop application,
available as open source and works with data
in NetCDF format.

Software framework
Our framework provides a rich application programming interface (API) which interlinks data I/O,
visual and auditory display. A standalone application provides both a graphical user interface
and a text based shell for the Scala language. As input format, the Network Common Data Form
(NetCDF) is used. The framework functions both as analysis tool for the climate scientists via
a graphical user interface and development environment for the sonification design using a text
editor.

A workspace contains all elements that are
needed for data analysis: the data sources,
plots, and the sonification GUIs/ patches.

A data source is a collection of variables
stored in an HDF5 or NetCDF file.

Sonification domain

The audio system runs a realtime sound
synthesis server based on the underlying
computer music framework SoundProcesses
and the SuperCollider server environment.

A sonification patch is a textual description
of a sonification model, using digital signal
processing (DSP) unit generators and climate-
specific data transformation.

Analysis domain

Plots can be created and linked with the soni-
fication GUIs.

The sonification GUI is based on the corres-
ponding sonification patch. It comprises of a
sound function and a data selection interface,
and parameter controls defined in the patch.
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